Transient reexpression of an embryonic autonomous growth phenotype by adult carotid artery smooth muscle cells after vascular injury.
High rates of vascular smooth muscle cell (SMC) replication are observed, at least transiently, after injury to the arterial wall and contribute to the formation of a neointima. Neutralizing antibodies designed to inhibit growth of SMC have only been variably successful in inhibiting neointima formation, raising the possibility that neointimal cell proliferation involves unique growth mechanisms. This study examined the possibility that SMC isolated from injured rat carotid arteries would express an autonomous, mitogen-independent growth phenotype similar to that utilized by embryonic vascular SMC during periods of rapid growth. We found that primary cultures of SMC isolated 7 and 14 days after injury, times at which high in vivo replication rates were observed, demonstrated high intrinsic DNA synthetic rates compared to SMC isolated from uninjured arteries or at 2, 4, 21, and 28 days after injury where in vivo replication rates were far less. Subcultured SMC isolated from 7-day injured vessels (Neo7 SMC) exhibited a stable, autonomous growth phenotype, did not secrete detectable mitogenic activity, and had decreased alpha-actin and myosin expression compared to mitogen-dependent SMC. Heterokaryons constructed between autonomous Neo7 SMC and mitogen-dependent SMC exhibited a mitogen-dependent growth phenotype suggesting that nonautonomous SMC produce factors that actively inhibit autonomous growth. In contrast, heterokaryons constructed between Neo7 SMC and autonomous embryonic SMC retained an autonomous growth phenotype. We examined the expression of known tumor suppressors to determine if any of these factors played a role in inhibiting SMC autonomous growth. p27, p53, pRb, and PTEN were abundantly expressed by Neo7 SMC and e17 SMC under both basal and serum stimulated conditions. The data suggest that the mechanisms driving SMC replication during neointimal formation are self-driven and self-regulated, and that at specific times after injury, SMC escape normal growth suppressive mechanisms through the loss of intracellular growth suppressor activity.